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Bench mark discussion: The Kill Artist, by Daniel Silva (first book in the series) 
Character: 

Main character: Gabriel Allon (ex- Mossad agent, keeps getting pulled back) 
Human, reluctant, not a superhero, multi-dimensional: tough, cold, assassin, but also a 
professional art restorer, destroys and creates, balanced, reader can identify with some of his 
inner struggles 
Time spent working with the art is an additional appeal for readers 
Secondary characters: Ari Shamron, Jacqueline/Sarah, Julian Isherwood, Tariq, Yussef… 
Given their own motivations and stories, independent of the story and motives of the hero 

Place as appeal:  
Rich details, visceral, characters move between many different locations over the course of the 
story, often exotic, Author really tries to “put you there” 

Pacing:  
Quick, but the fear is the pervasive element, as well as the complex plot that drives the reader  

Plotting:  
Complicated, intricacy of plot very important to genre, often multiple twists at the end that the 
reader doesn’t expect. What is expected often is not what actually happens. 

Tone:     
Mystery, secrecy, paranoia, characters are constantly “looking over the shoulder” 

Micro vs. Macro  
Reacher (lone wolf suspense): Micro - battling what in front of him, situation escalates, reader is 
interested in the ride 
Allon (espionage spy suspense): Macro – battling larger forces, international political forces, 
reader is interested in the complexities and puzzles usually resulting in more than one surprise  

Extras and other considerations:  
The beginning is an homage to Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy by John le Carre 

 Silva is a very popular, very important author in this genre  
Some readers may take issue with a book the politics of the book (pro-Israel) 

 It’s possible Silva didn’t intend on a series until after completing this book 
 
Second Titles: (Full reviews for each listed separately on the blog) 
 
Jerusha 
Eye of the Needle, Ken Follett 

WWII: Nazi agent (The Needle/ Die Nadel) has uncovered the D-Day plot, and British agents 
struggle to keep him from exposing the plans 
 Not as much as depth as Silva, but a good suspense read 

 Beth 
Jack of Spies, David Downing 

A British car salesman travels around collecting intelligence for the Royal Navy and becomes 
romantically involved with a journalist with ties to the IRA.  
 Great period detail, well-researched 
 Recommended for fans of romance and detective fiction 



 
Tatjiana & Leane 
The Swimmer, Joaquin Zander 

Burned out CIA operative mourns the death of his wife in Damascus. His daughter, years later, 
comes in possession of important, secret information.  
 High quality writing, multiple perspectives, unreliable narrators 

Jessica A. 
The Spy Who Came in From the Cold, John Le Carre 
 Two agents seek revenge from each other 

Classic of the spy/ espionage genre, setting very well described, well-written, slower 
paced, lots of clever mind games 

Eileen 
Expats, Chris Pavone 

Main character makes off with a million and flees to Luxembourg. Wife is an ex-spy, another 
couple are FBI-agents.  

Unlikeable characters, lots of locales, but not really important to the plot, not really 
recommended… 

Michelle 
The Travelers, Chris Pavone 
 Journalist meets a woman and is blackmailed by this woman into working as a spy.  

Lots of country jumping, poorly written, problematic pacing and perspective, also not 
recommended 

Jim 
Trinity Six, by Charles Cumming 

A novel about the Cambridge Five Spy ring, and the possibility that there was a sixth that got 
away. 

Multiple locations, good description, well-researched, well-balanced main character, 
reminiscent of slower paced classic espionage titles 

Jessica F. 
The Day of the Jackal, by Fredrick Forsythe 

Special Investigator for the French government chases an unknown assassin hired to shoot the 
French president. 

Classic of the espionage/ political genre, slow burning plot, lots of politics, great 
characters, great pacing, excellent writing, and a great ending 

Christine 
The Jefferson Key, Steve Berry (Cotton Malone series) 

Cotton Malone seeks to thwart a group interested in claiming power by solving a hidden code in 
the constitution 

Great fun, well-researched, great notes at the end revealing what’s real and not, part of 
a very popular series 

Jan 
The General’s Daughter, Nelson DeMille 
 Agent investigates the truth behind the murder of a general’s daughter. 

Heavily political, setting very clear, recommended for people more interested in an 
intricate plot and not so much in a typical spy novel 

 


